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Minimum Wages and Older Workers

• We study the effect of minimum wage increases on employment, 
labor force exit, and retirement benefit claiming for older 
workers

• Most minimum wage research focuses on employment effects for 
teenagers or low-wage sectors (e.g., restaurant industry)

• But older workers are also disproportionately represented
among near-minimum wage jobs

• E.g., a 65-year-old is about as likely to work near the 
minimum wage as a 25-year-old
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Existing Evidence on Minimum Wages and Outcomes for Older Workers 

• Theoretical predictions are ambiguous:

• Labor demand and labor supply both may play a role; could have opposite effects

• Minimum wages may interact with other policies, such as Social Security earnings test thresholds

• Empirical evidence is limited and mixed:

• Minimum wage increases are associated with fewer retirement benefit claims in aggregate SSA 
county-year claims data, but no relationship in CPS data (Borgschulte and Cho, 2020)

• Low-skill, older workers (>40) may be susceptible to job loss in automatable industries (Lordan and 
Neumark, 2017), but no evidence of reduced employment among retirement-aged (62-70) workers 
(Borgschulte and Cho, 2020)
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Our study

• We bring new data to this topic: 
• SIPP survey respondents linked to administrative tax and benefit data from the IRS and SSA
• Allows us to observe person-level demographic, geographic, and wage data (SIPP), along with a long 

history of earnings (IRS) and OASDI retirement benefit receipt (SSA) data 

• Contributions:
• Linked survey-administrative data improve on unobserved confounder threats in prior work

• Macroeconomic factors in aggregate data

• Migration bias in SSA data

• Longitudinal claims and earnings data allow us to analyze new outcomes
• length of delay (if any) in claiming

• permanent labor force exit

• Results:
• Minimum wage increases are associated with increased employment, delayed labor force exit, and 

delayed retirement benefit claiming
• Benefit claiming delay lasts for about six months; is related to interaction with Social Security earnings 

test
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Data

• US Census Bureau’s Gold Standard File*

• Linked survey-administrative data from the SIPP, SSA, 
and IRS

• SIPP survey data allows us to observe wage, state, and 
demographics (monthly panel for 2-4 years)

• SSA’s OASDI data allows us to observe exact date of 
retirement benefit receipt (1962-2014)

• IRS’s SER/DER data allows us to observe long history of 
annual earnings (1951-2014)

*External researchers can access a synthetic version 
(SIPP Synthetic Beta) with validation process
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Sample Selection
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• Observed during portion of ages 62-69 while in the 
SIPP

• Average wage prior to first minimum wage change of 
<= MW + $2

• Successfully linked to administrative records from SSA 
and IRS

• Claiming analysis (person-month data):
• No death prior to age 70 without having already 

claimed
• >=40 quarters of covered work before age 62

• Employment/Exit analysis (person-year data):
• No death prior to age 70

• We also construct a falsification sample: average wage 
>= MW + $5, <= MW + $10



Outcomes

• Employment 

• Binary indicator for positive IRS earnings each year

• Also break into full- vs part-time employment based on earnings amounts
• Full-time – earnings >=50% lifetime inflation-adjusted annual max

• Part-time – earnings <50% lifetime inflation-adjusted annual max, >=$5,000

• Person-year panel data

• Labor Force Exit

• Binary indicator for permanent earnings reductions (following Gorodnichenko et al., 2013)
• Partial exit – earnings permanently fall to <50% lifetime inflation-adjusted annual max, >=$5,000

• Full exit – earnings permanently fall to <50% lifetime inflation-adjusted annual max, <$5,000

• Person-year panel data

• Retirement Benefit Receipt 

• Binary indicator for having received retirement benefits 

• Person-month panel data 
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Estimation and Identification

• Employment 
• Balanced panel OLS regression – year turned 62 through year turned 70
• Three-way fixed effects strategy

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝛽log(𝑀𝑊𝑠𝑡) + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡𝜑 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜏𝑎 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡

• Labor Force Exit
• Hazard panel OLS regression -- year turned 62 through year of exit or age 70
• Three-way fixed effects strategy

𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝛽log(𝑀𝑊𝑠𝑡) + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡𝜑 + 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜏𝑎 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡

• Retirement Benefit Receipt
• Hazard panel OLS regression -- month turned 62 through month of receipt or month before turning 70
• Three-way fixed effects strategy

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝛽log(𝑀𝑊𝑠𝑡) + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑡𝜑 + 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜏𝑎 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡

• Robustness checks:
• Add distributed leads, lags of log(MW) to test parallel trends and timing
• Add linear state trends, Census region by time fixed effects, and/or age by time fixed effects to test sensitivity to regional/age trends
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Employment
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Labor Force Exit
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Retirement Benefit Claiming
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Conclusions
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• Minimum wages cause more employment, delayed labor force exit (“retirement”), and delayed retirement 
benefit claiming (6 months on average)

• Implications for individual financial well-being:
• Higher wages without job loss (more labor supply)
• 6-month claiming delay -> ≈3% increase in monthly retirement benefit payment
• Increased employment -> could further increase monthly benefit payment if additional annual earnings 

are among 35 highest earning years

• Implications for Social Security system:
• Benefits: delayed claiming, more years “paying into” the system 
• Net effects depend on many variables, such as life expectancy and earnings amounts
• Important to note: Social Security retirement eligibility rules have been adjusted many times to 

encourage more work and later retirement. Minimum wages appear to achieve the same results



Thank you!
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Extra Slides
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First-Stage Effects on Wages, Employment, and Hours in SIPP Data
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First-Stage Effects on Wages, Employment, and Hours in SIPP Data: 
Falsification Sample
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Robustness of Claiming and Employment Results
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Robustness of Labor Force Exit Results
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Claiming Mechanism
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